Beckman Coulter LH 750 Hematology Analyzer

Features at a Glance

- Superior technologies for NRBC enumeration and random access capabilities
- LH 7500 eliminate manual pre-sorting of samples and speed results to clinicians
- Uses AccuCount technology from Beckman Coulter
- Improved productivity with WBC linearity that extends from zero to 400000
- Platelet linearity that extends from zero to 3000000
- Increase clinician confidence at clinical decision thresholds without additional costly testing protocols

Product Description

The Beckman Coulter LH 750 Hematology Analyzer features performance and results that will exceed all your expectations!

The LH 750 analyzer hematology analyzer from GMI is equipped with superior technologies NRBC enumeration and random access capabilities. These advancements help high-volume labs eliminate manual pre-sorting of samples and speed results to clinicians. With this hematology system you can improve overall efficiency while maintaining the highest degree of testing accuracy.

Improve cell enumeration accuracy with AccuCount technology from Beckman Coulter

The Beckman Coulter LH 750 provides improved productivity with WBC linearity that extends from zero to 400000 and platelet linearity that extends from zero to 3000000. The LH 750 Hematology analyzer
will increase clinician confidence at clinical decision thresholds without additional costly testing protocols and enhance productivity with a reduction in false-positive results and confirmatory tests.

The LH 750 hematology will simplify and automate NRBC enumeration and eliminate the use of additional reagents since NRBCs are automatically enumerated with every CBC/diff. You can now identify and enumerate NRBCs without manual intervention. The Beckman Coulter LH 750 Hematology Analyzer will improve productivity by reducing the need for technologist intervention and sample re-runs.

Obtain precise and accurate WBC counts with automatic interference correction Streamline Data Management with Improved Decision Support Standardize laboratory processes across all shifts with user-defined decision rules. Customize the system to meet your lab’s needs and specific patient populations with flexible differential flagging.

Receive Unparalleled Service and Support Increase up-time and productivity with on-board diagnostics and troubleshooting assistance or with PROService Remote Diagnostics support Receive top-quality customer support through our telephone on-line or on-site services.

Contact us for more information on the Beckman Coulter LH 750 today!